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Japanese Law as the Applicable Law under The Hague Securities Convention:
What Rule of Substantive Law Should Be Applied?
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Abstract
This article discusses which substantive rules will apply under Japanese law to the resolution of specific issues in the case where Japanese law is determined to be applicable in accordance with the conflict of law rules under the Hague Securities Convention, if this Convention comes into force. In Part II, the development of legal principles regarding securities is briefly looked at from the perspective of visualization and clarification of ownership and the transfer of rights in personam (claims). In Part III, this article discusses how the Convention can be explained from the perspective of Japanese private international law, using specific cases relating to the securities settlement system envisaged by the Convention. Lastly, this article discusses, in the case where Japanese law is determined to be applicable under the Convention conflict-of-law rules, whether the conventional theory derived from the interpretation of the Civil Code should be applied, or a new approach embodied in the Act on Book-entry Transfer of Corporate Bonds and Shares and Other Rights should be applied. It is suggested that any issue in question should be explained through the approach taken by the Book-entry Transfer Act.
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I. Introduction

In December 2002, the Convention on the Law Applicable to Certain Rights in Respect of Securities Held with an Intermediary (hereinafter referred to as the “Hague Securities Convention”)\(^1\) was adopted by the Hague Conference on Private International Law,\(^2\) with the intention of harmonizing the rules regarding the determination of the law applicable to certain rights in respect of securities in cross-border security transactions executed under the international securities book-entry transfer and settlement system. If this Convention comes into force, the rules to determine the law applicable to such securities will be clarified, and predictability and legal certainty for the parties involved in cross-border securities transactions will increase. Thus, in Europe, the European Union has been actively pursuing discussions towards ratification of the Convention.\(^3\) Similarly, in Japan, a report recommending ratification of the Convention at a proper time was submitted to the Legislative Council of the Ministry of Justice.\(^4\)

This article discusses which substantive rules will apply under Japanese law to the resolution of specific issues in the case where Japanese law is determined to be applicable in accordance with the conflict of law rules under the Hague Securities Convention, if this Convention comes into force.\(^5\) In Part II, the development of legal principles regarding securities is briefly looked at from the perspective of visualization and clarification of ownership and the transfer of rights \textit{in personam} (claims). In Part III, this article discusses how the Hague Securities Convention can be explained from the perspective of Japanese private international law (based on the conflict of law rules stipulated in the Act on General Rules on Application of Laws (hereinafter referred to as the “Act on General Rules”\(^6\)), using specific cases relating to the securities settlement system envisaged by the Hague Securities Convention. Lastly, this article discusses, in the case where Japanese law is determined to be applicable in accordance with the conflict of law rules under the Hague Securities Convention, whether the conventional theory should be applied, namely the theory of deposit of securities in a fungible pool and transfer of co-ownership rights in the pool, derived from the interpretation of the Civil Code,\(^7\) or the provisions of the Act on Book-entry Transfer of Corporate Bonds and Shares and Other Rights (hereinafter referred to as the “Book-entry Transfer Act”)\(^8\) should be applied.

II. Legal principle of securities for visualization

Suppose that A sold a movable \(z\) to B. For B to be able to assert against a third party other than A that the ownership of the movable \(z\) belongs to B, the movable \(z\)
needs to be delivered to B (see Article 178 of the Japanese Civil Code). If the movable is actually delivered to B, it is clear to all third parties that the movable is actually in the possession of B. Therefore, delivery of a movable functions as means of public notice.

However, in reality, A might be keeping the movable (see Article 181 of the Civil Code) on behalf of its rightful owner, or a warehouse operator C might be keeping the movable for A as A’s agent. In these scenarios, the possession of the movable will be transferred to B by “constructive transfer” (Article 183 of the Civil Code) or “by instruction” (Article 184 of the Civil Code). However, even if such transfer is made, in these cases, the movable is, to all appearances, still in the possession of A or C, not B. Since transfer by “constructive transfer” or “by instruction” is merely a legal fiction, such means do not function as public notice.

As explained above, the means of public notice for the transfer of movables, namely delivery, are not quite apparent for third parties in the modern economic society. When it comes to the transfer of claims and rights of shareholders, the subject matter of such rights itself is not physically deliverable. Therefore, the law stipulates that “the assignment of a nominative claim may not be asserted against the applicable obligor or any other third party, unless the assignor gives a notice thereof to the obligor” (or “the obligor has acknowledged the same”) (see Article 467, paragraph 1 of the Civil Code). This requirement is, however, problematic as a means of public notice. Even if such notice or acknowledgment is made using an instrument bearing a fixed date (see Article 467, paragraph 2 of the Civil Code), the transfer of rights still does not have high clarity.

Under these circumstances, for higher clarity and easier circulation of claims, the law invented figurative means for the transfer of claims, by using the transfer of goods as a metaphor, through embodiment of claims in a tangible form - paper. This is the legal principle of securities. Transfer or ownership of rights represented by securities can now be clarified by issuance or possession of security certificates (for shares, see Article 128 and Article 131, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Companies Act; for bonds, see Article 687 and Article 689, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the same).

However, in 1984, a new so-called “Book-entry Transfer System” for shares was legislated. Under this system, the custody of shares is centralized and share certificates are to be stored at custody and transfer organizations. The transfer of shares in the custody of these organizations is made by book-entry of transfers between relevant accounts, not by delivery of share certificates. On the one hand, for practical purposes, this system attempts to clarify the transfer of securities through a book-entry of transfers, but on the other hand, in theory, it relies on the
legal principle of securities, such as delivery and possession. In other words, under this system, persons recorded in the account registry are deemed to be the possessors of share certificates, and recording the account is considered to have the same legal effect as the delivery of share certificates. This explanation is simply an application of the aforementioned fiction concerning the possession and delivery of goods using paper, and is implicit and unclear.

As for the transfer of securities issued in international markets, the system is similar to Japan’s Book-entry Transfer System for shares, as they are stored and transferred under the international version of a securities book-entry transfer system. However, differences can be found, as explained in Case I of the following Part III, in that no certificate is issued for each individual right, and only one global certificate, representing the contents of rights to the securities in the same type issued by the same issuer, is issued by each issuer and deposited for safekeeping with the International Central Securities Depository (ICSD). In theory, if only a global certificate is issued and deposited for safekeeping, possession or delivery of an individual security is not possible, even indirectly.

When securities are issued, held in deposit and settled in international markets, the legal nature of rights in or to such securities and the validity of transfer will be determined in accordance with the law of the state specified by the rules of private international law of the forum. In this case, the question arises as to whether the conventional rules of private international law based on *lex rei sitae* (if the forum is in Japan, Article 13 of the Act on General Rules)*9)*, that focuses on the place where the property is situated, should be applied.

III. Multi-tiered Securities Settlement System and the Hague Securities Convention

The Hague Securities Convention will apply to the rights to the securities held with intermediaries under the international securities book-entry transfer system. The term “securities” is defined in the Convention as “any shares, bonds or other financial instruments or financial assets (other than cash), or any interest therein” (Article 1(1) (a)).

It is already well known from the judgment rendered by the Yamagata District Court on November 11, 1999*10)* that the multi-tiered international securities book-entry transfer and settlement system, as described in Figure 1, has been used for securities involving Japanese investors. To demonstrate differences between the multi-tiered international securities settlement system and the legal relations on which the conventional rules of private international law is based, this article
proceeds with discussions using three simplified cases based on the aforementioned court case: [Case I] (Issues in the vertical levels described in Figure 1); [Case II] (Issues relating to the horizontal transactions in Figure 1); and [Case III] (Determination of the applicable law for each account).

Figure 1: Intermediated Holding System

```
A (Issuer)

ICSD (International Central Securities Depository)

Y (Intermediary)  B (Intermediary)

X (Investor)  C (Investor)  D (Bank)  E (Investor)
```

1. Case I: The Case of a Failed Investor

X, who is an individual investor residing in Japan, executed a foreign securities account agreement with Y, a Japanese securities firm and Y maintained her foreign securities account within a branch office in Japan. X purchased several foreign currency-based bonds with warrants (“bonds”) issued by A and other Japanese corporations.

With regards to the bonds in this case, an ICSD (Euroclear, a company group primarily consisting of Belgium companies) located in Belgium was used for depository and settlement purposes. Y was a participant of the ICSD, and held an account with the system. For the bonds in this case, individual certificates for each subscription were not issued, and a global certificate representing all of the bonds was issued and held in deposit by the ICSD.

The seller in this transaction, Y, had an account with the ICSD, and to procure the bonds to be sold to X, Y purchased the bonds from another participant B, who had an account with the system. In the process, the purchased amount was withdrawn from B’s account, and the same amount was booked into Y’s account in the ICSD.

As evidence of the booking in Y’s account in the ICSD, Y booked the transaction amount to X’s foreign securities account with Y. Per each transaction, Y delivered to X the “transaction statement” and “certificates of deposit” containing
such information as the issuer of the bonds and the amount purchased, but the certificates of the bonds were never delivered. At the time of the transaction, Japanese law required that for the transfer of a bond to be effective, the certificate of the bond had to be delivered.\(^{13}\)

Which state’s law will apply in determining whether or not X acquired rights to the securities and, if rights were acquired by X, precisely what rights did X acquire?

[Case II]

C, who is an individual investor residing in Japan, wishes to provide D, a bank located in State X, with the securities owned by C as security to obtain a loan from D. Which state’s law will apply in determining what rights D will acquire through this transaction?

Which state’s law will apply in determining the transfer of rights relating to securities that are held internationally and indirectly, such as in Case I? If we focus on the legal effect of the holding in deposit and the book-entry transfer of the global certificate by ICSD and the transfer of rights from B to Y to X, under Japanese private international law, the legal nature of such rights can be determined to be that of real rights. If such rights are real rights, the law applicable to such rights is the law of the place where the property is situated, as stipulated in Article 13 of the Act on General Rules for Applicable Law. In such case, Belgium Law may apply.

In the case of share certificates, whether the rights (shareholders’ rights) represented by paper (share certificates) are transferred by the transfer of the right to control such paper is determined in accordance with the law applicable to such rights (shareholders’ rights). In other words, the law governing the company (under Japanese private international law, it is interpreted to be the law under which the company was incorporated) will apply. Similarly, in the case of rights to bonds represented by bond certificates, the law applicable to the relevant bond agreement will apply to such rights. In contrast, the law of the place where the securities are located will apply to issues concerning the execution and effect of transfer and pledge of the paper (share certificates).\(^{14}\) However, in reality, security certificates could be kept at the place of incorporation or the place of the headquarters of the issuer or in a safe of the custodian bank participating in the Euroclear system (immobilized). More fundamentally, are the global certificates that are said to represent the rights of bondholders regarded as securities under Japanese Law?

In Case I, it will be extremely difficult to determine where certain securities are actually located, since “securities”\(^{15}\) indirectly held are deposited or re-deposited
and held in a manner commingled with other securities. However, in reality, one
global certificate representing the rights to the entire amount of bonds with warrants
of the same kind is issued by the issuer, and this global certificate is held in deposit
by Euroclear. Thus, the explanation that certificates of bonds with warrants are
deposited with Y and then re-deposited with Euroclear itself is fictitious.

In this case, even if the global certificate representing each bond with warrant is
held in deposit in Belgium, it seems to be circuitous and impractical to say that the
issue of whether investor X validly acquired the rights to the bonds should be
determined in accordance with Belgium Law. Furthermore, it appears to be a
conceptual contradiction to discuss the issue of the location of securities for bonds
with no certificates (paperless securities) on which the Book-entry Transfer Act\textsuperscript{16})
is based.

The Hague Securities Convention was developed to remove the legal
uncertainties regarding securities under the \textit{lex rei sitae} test, as explained above.
Article 4(1) of the Hague Securities Convention states as follows:

\begin{quote}
\textbf{Article 4} \hspace{1em} \textbf{Primary rule}
\end{quote}

1. The law applicable to all the issues specified in Article 2(1) is the
law in force in the State expressly agreed in the account agreement
as the State whose law governs the account agreement or, if the
account agreement expressly provides that another law is applicable
to all such issues, that other law. The law designated in accordance
with this provision applies only if the relevant intermediary has, at
the time of the agreement, an office in that State, which –
a) alone or together with other offices of the relevant intermediary
or with other persons acting for the relevant intermediary in that or
another State –
i) effects or monitors entries to securities accounts;
ii) administers payments or corporate actions relating to securities
held with the intermediary; or
iii) is otherwise engaged in a business or other regular activity of
maintaining securities accounts; or
b) is identified by an account number, bank code, or other specific
means of identification as maintaining securities accounts in that
State.

\textit{[omitted]}

The rule stated in Article 4 of the Securities Convention is that the law
applicable to the issues specified in Article 2(1) (explained below) is “the law in
force in the State expressly agreed in the account agreement as the State whose law governs the account agreement.” Of course, regarding the law applicable to issues specified in Article 2(1) explained below, if the parties agree on an applicable law different from the law applicable to the account agreement, then such other law would apply.

In case where the applicable law cannot be determined under Article 4, the Hague Securities Convention contains precautionary provisions in Article 5. Article 5 stipulates that if the applicable law cannot be determined under Article 4, the applicable law is the law in force in the territorial unit under whose law the relevant intermediary is incorporated or in which the relevant intermediary has its place of business, or if the intermediary is not incorporated, the territorial unit under whose law the intermediary is organized.\(^\text{17}\) Further, in Article 6, the Convention specifically excludes determination of the applicable law by considering the law of the place where the securities are located. It does so by stipulating that the place where the issuer is incorporated, the place where certificates are located and the place where the register of holders of securities is located should not be taken into account.\(^\text{18}\)

In Case I, the issue in question is whether X acquired rights to the securities held with the intermediary Y, and if so, what rights X acquired. Thus, the Hague Securities Convention will apply in accordance with Article 2(1) of the Convention (explained below). Whether or not the applicable law as determined under the Convention regards the rights of investor X as direct rights against the issuer A (i.e., X as a bond holder) is irrelevant to the application of the Convention.\(^\text{19}\)

According to Article 4 of the Hague Securities Convention, if X and Y expressly agreed in their account agreement upon the law that governs the account agreement, the issues in Case I will be determined by such law. The aforementioned decision of the Yamagata District Court states, in terms of the nature of X’s demand, that X’s demand is “of a nature of a claim (rights in personam) arising from invalidation of a sales agreement or termination of an agreement due to default” and “the law applicable to the validity of the agreement and termination thereof will be primarily determined based on the intent of the parties.” The Court then ruled that although the Court did not accept the existence of express intent of the parties, the law of Japan should be the applicable law based on the implicit intent of the parties in accordance with Article 7, Paragraph 1 of the Rules Concerning the Application of Laws prior to the revision (currently Article 7 of the Act of General Rules).\(^\text{20}\)

In this decision, the Court recognized that as Y transferred to X the possession (indirect and joint possession) of the global certificate deposited with Euroclear, Y
transferred to X co-ownership interest in the warrants corresponding to the number of warrants transferred, based on the fiction illustrated in Part III that the “transfer” took place through the transfer of possession by instruction (Article 184 of the Civil Code) and constructive transfer (Article 183 of the Civil Code). It is suggested that, in this case, the legal nature of the rights in question should have been regarded as that of real rights instead of claims. However, the Court’s ruling that the law of Japan should be the applicable law by focusing on the relationship between the investor and the securities company, not on the place where the certificates are located as stipulated in Article 10 of the Rules Concerning the Application of Laws prior to its revision (currently Article 13 of the Act of General Rules), is consistent with the outcome of the case if Article 4 (or Article 5 if there is no express agreement) of the Hague Securities Convention would have been applied.

The Hague Securities Convention will apply to issues relating to, among others, ownership, transfer, and pledge of rights to securities, if the legal nature of the rights is regarded as that of real rights under the conventional rules of private international law, as described above. The Convention itself, however, does not use the term “real rights” and stipulates the scope of application of the Convention as follows:

*Article 2 Scope of the Convention and of the applicable law*

1. This Convention determines the law applicable to the following issues in respect of securities held with an intermediary –
   a) the legal nature and effects against the intermediary and third parties of the rights resulting from a credit of securities to a securities account;
   b) the legal nature and effects against the intermediary and third parties of a disposition of securities held with an intermediary;
   c) the requirements, if any, for perfection of a disposition of securities held with an intermediary;
   d) whether a person’s interest in securities held with an intermediary extinguishes or has priority over another person’s interest;
   e) the duties, if any, of an intermediary to a person other than the account holder who asserts in competition with the account holder or another person an interest in securities held with that intermediary;
   f) the requirements, if any, for the realisation of an interest in securities held with an intermediary;
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g) whether a disposition of securities held with an intermediary extends to entitlements to dividends, income, or other distributions, or to redemption, sale or other proceeds.

2. This Convention determines the law applicable to the issues specified in paragraph (1) in relation to a disposition of or an interest in securities held with an intermediary even if the rights resulting from the credit of those securities to a securities account are determined in accordance with paragraph (1)(a) to be contractual in nature.

3. Subject to paragraph (2), this Convention does not determine the law applicable to –

a) the rights and duties arising from the credit of securities to a securities account to the extent that such rights or duties are purely contractual or otherwise purely personal;

b) the contractual or other personal rights and duties of parties to a disposition of securities held with an intermediary; or

c) the rights and duties of an issuer of securities or of an issuer’s registrar or transfer agent, whether in relation to the holder of the securities or any other person.

For this Convention to apply, the issues in question should: (1) be in respect of securities held with an intermediary; and (2) fall under the inclusive and exhaustive list of issues stipulated in Article 2(1). Since the issues listed in Article 2(1) of the Convention are not mutually exhaustive and can be overlapped, this section should be examined in totality in relation to the issue in question. If the issue in question for which applicable law needs to be determined does not fall under any of the issues listed in Article 2(1) of the Convention, the Convention will not apply to such issue.21)

As explained earlier, whether or not the applicable law determined under the Hague Securities Convention regards the rights of the investor X as direct rights against the issuer A (i.e., X as a bond holder) is irrelevant to the application of the Convention. For example, if the applicable law is determined to be the law of Japan, the investor will be regarded as the direct right holder, and if the applicable law is determined to be the law of the United States, then the investor will be regarded as the person having a security entitlement against the intermediary who has the rights and property interest with respect to financial assets held by the intermediary.22) However, how the applicable law will regard the rights of investors will have no effect on the application of the Convention.23)
According to Article 2(1)(a) of the Hague Securities Convention, the Convention determines the law applicable to “the legal nature and effects against the intermediary and third parties of the rights resulting from a credit of securities to a securities account.” Thus, the kind of rights D acquires through the provision of security by C to D in Case II can be ascertained by the applicable law as determined by this Convention. If securities are credited to D’s account, the legal nature and effect of D’s rights as against third parties will be determined under “the law in force in the State expressly agreed … as the State whose law governs the account agreement” in the account agreement between D and D’s intermediary B, in accordance with Article 4 of the Convention. If the law applicable to the account agreement is the law of State X, D’s rights will be determined under the law of State X, and if the applicable law agreed upon is the law of Japan, then the law of Japan shall be consulted; the effect of which is examined in the following case.

2. Case III : Non Payment Case (C v. E in Figure 1)

C makes a disposition of securities to D, who immediately transfers them to E but fails to pay C. The dispositions are effected by a series of debits and credits to securities accounts maintained by a chain of intermediaries between C and D and another chain between D and E, including a debit to a securities account maintained for C by its intermediary Y and a credit to a securities account maintained for E by its intermediary B. C’s account agreement is expressly governed by Japanese law, E’s account agreement is expressly governed by Utopian law. Suppose that under the law determined by Article 4(1) of the Convention (see above) with respect to E’s account (in this case Utopian law), E takes the securities credited to E’s account free from all (including C’s) adverse claims; and that under the law determined by the Convention with respect to C’s account (in this case Japanese law), the debit to C’s account is subject to reversal because D failed to pay for the securities.

In Case III, if Japanese law applies to the transaction between C and E, E will acquire the rights, and if Utopian law applies, C will not lose its rights, resulting in conflicting outcomes for the same rights. The Hague Securities Convention that aims to resolve the issue of applicable law for each account may only provide solutions relative to each account. This is because the primary principle of the rules of private international law provided by the Hague Securities Convention is to ensure that “… a person’s rights resulting from a credit of securities to a particular securities account are governed by the Convention law determined with respect to that account.” If this principle is literally interpreted, in Case III, since the securities are debited from C’s account and credited to E’s account, it can be
interpreted, by focusing on E’s account, that Utopian law, which is the law applicable to E’s account, shall apply. However, the Hague Securities Convention does not intend to eliminate any risk arising from the situation where the applicable law varies depending on the party, as in Case III. The Report concerning the Securities Convention explains this point as follows:

The Convention does not attempt to eliminate this risk, but it does make it easier for intermediaries to identify, reallocate or manage this risk by making it clear which State’s laws govern all the Article 2(1) issues with respect to each securities account.

In Case III, it is difficult to determine a single applicable law even under the private international law rules of Japan (Article 13 of the Act on General Rules), which adopts the *lex rei sitae* principle (the law of the place where the certificates are located). This is because, under the international multi-tiered securities transfer and settlement system on which Case III is based, there is no definitive answer as to the precise location of the certificates.

The ultimate risk suggested by Case III lies in the differences in the contents of applicable laws. Therefore, unified rules of private international law such as the Securities Convention cannot eliminate such risk, and unification of substantial laws must be achieved. In this regard, the adoption of the UNIDROIT Convention on Substantive Rules for Intermediated Securities in 2009 is particularly noteworthy.

The method stipulated in Article 4 of the Hague Securities Convention, that is, to determine the applicable law in relation to the aspect of the securities having the nature of real rights, even with some restrictions, based on the agreement between the parties, is similar to the practices of securities companies and the idea behind the U.C.C. in the United States. U.C.C. 8-100(b) and (e) provide that the law agreed in an account agreement is the law governing the securities intermediary. However, such rules of private international law accepting “party autonomy” have not yet gained international support.

As described below, the European Community focuses on more objective factors, such as the place where the intermediary is located or the account is held.

Article 9 of the 1998 Directive of the EC on Settlement Finality in Payment and Securities Settlement Systems stipulates the following rules of private international law: “Where securities (including rights in securities) are provided as collateral security to participants and/or central banks of the Member States …[omitted]…, and their right (or that of any nominee, agent or third party acting on their behalf) with respect to the securities is legally recorded on a register, account
or centralised deposit system located in a Member State, the determination of the rights of such entities as holders of collateral security in relation to those securities shall be governed by the law of that Member State.”

The scope of application of this Directive however is, unlike the Hague Securities Convention, limited to securities companies and central banks.

Article 9 of 2002 Directive on Financial Collateral Arrangements states: “Any question with respect to any of the matters specified in paragraph 2 (such as (a) the legal nature and proprietary effects of book entry securities collateral, (b) the requirements for perfecting a financial collateral arrangement relating to book entry securities collateral or (c) whether a person’s title to or interest in such book entry securities collateral is overridden by or subordinated to a competing title or interest, or a good faith acquisition has occurred;) arising in relation to book entry securities collateral shall be governed by the law of the state in which the relevant account is maintained.”

If rules of private international law that focus on the place where an account is held, not on the agreement of the parties, as in the case of the EC, are adopted, the applicable law in Case I will be the law of Japan even without express agreement on the applicable law by the parties (see Article 5 of the Hague Securities Convention).

IV. Conclusion

The aforementioned judgment rendered by the Yamagata District Court on November 11, 1999, that is the model of Case I, states “we cannot deny the fact that in relation to the method of transfer of warrants in the sales agreement in question, there is a lack of clarity as to the criteria for recognition of constructive transfer, procedures for the exercise of preemptive rights, contents concerning protection of real rights to the warrants and other relevant issues, and such issues are best clarified through legislation.” Thus, on the one hand, even if the applicable law in Case I is determined to be Japanese law under the Hague Securities Convention, it is possible that the applicable Japanese law will be interpreted as providing the legal structure supported by the Yamagata District Court as well as the appeal court, that is: “deposit of securities in a fungible pool and transfer of co-ownership rights in the pool.”

On the other hand, if the rules under the Book-entry Transfer Act can be applied as the rules under the applicable Japanese law, then the ownership of rights to bonds (see Article 163 and subsequent articles for “warrants”) will be determined based on the statements or records on the transfer account book (Article 66).
transfer and pledge of bonds cannot be effected unless a credit of the amount of such transfer or pledge is stated or recorded in the Holding section of the account of the transferee or pledge (Article 7336)).

If the Hague Securities Convention is in force and applicable and Japanese law is determined to be the applicable law, the question arises, in determining the ownership and transfer of rights, as to whether such determination should be based on the notion of “deposit of securities in a fungible pool and transfer of co-ownership rights in the pool”, or on simply the statements or records in the account, which is the approach adopted by the Book-entry Transfer Act.

Under the international securities settlement system to which the Hague Securities Convention is intended to apply, an issuer issues one global certificate representing the rights to all securities of the same kind and deposits such global certificate with the International Central Securities Depository (ICSD), and the settlement of such securities between the participating financial institutions or lower-level financial institutions is done by recording of such transactions in the account of the securities held by the intermediary. This type of international securities settlement system is closer to the book-entry transfer and settlement system under the new Book-entry Transfer Act, which is based on the idea of no certificate and paperless securities, than to the conventional securities custody and book-entry transfer system under which share certificates representing individual rights are immobilized.

The legal principle of securities was a legal technique introduced to facilitate the circulation of rights to securities by giving greater clarity to the ownership and transfer of rights represented by certificates through the issuance and possession of the certificates, and consequently visualizing the transfer of rights to securities. There is no need to make the rights of the parties involved unclear by applying the theory of “deposit of securities in a fungible pool and transfer of co-ownership rights in the pool” to the international settlement system, which aims to clarify the ownership and transfer of rights by focusing on the records in the account. Visibility is the key to identifying and managing the risks underlying the transactions in the context of an interdependent and international system such as the intermediated holding system.

Where the Hague Securities Convention is applicable and Japanese Law is determined to be the applicable law, it is suggested that any issue in question should be explained through an approach taken by the Book-entry Transfer Act.
Notes


3) See infra, note 29.

4) The February 13, 2008 Recommendation entitled “Report on Results of Deliberation Concerning Consultation No. 57” states, “Japan should ratify the Convention at a proper time upon careful observation of the outcome of reviews of the Convention by the EU.”


7) For an English translation of Civil Code, see the following website: [http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?re=02&yo=%E6%B0%91%E6%B3%95&ft=2&ky=&page=1](http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?re=02&yo=%E6%B0%91%E6%B3%95&ft=2&ky=&page=1)

8) The original title of the *Act on Book-entry Transfer of Corporate Bonds and Shares* (Act No. 75 of 27 June 2001) at the time of enactment, “Act Concerning the Book-entry Transfer of Corporate Bonds and Other Securities”, was changed to the current title by the *Act for Partial Revision of Act Concerning the Book-entry Transfer of Corporate Bonds and Other Securities for Rationalization of Settlement Relating to Transactions of Shares and Other Securities* (Act No. 88 of 9 June, 2004) due to addition of provisions concerning conversion

9) Article 13 [Rights in Rem and Rights Requiring Registration]
(1) Rights in rem to movables and immovables and any other rights requiring registration shall be governed by the law of the place where the property is situated (lex rei sitae).
(2) Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, the acquisition and loss of the rights mentioned in the preceding paragraph shall be governed by the place where the property is situated (lex rei sitae) at the time when the events causing the acquisition or loss were completed.


12) The real case of Sendai High Court Judgment of October 4, 2000 dealt with the sales of warrants, which were considered more speculative and the case was one of the many cases filed by individual investors against securities firms over various transactions.

13) According to the new Companies Act amended in 2005, delivery is required only for the bond for which the issue of the certificate was stipulated (Companies Act Art. 687). For an English translation of Companies Act, see http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?re=02&yo=%E4%BC%9A%E6%A4%BF%E6%B3%95&ft=2&ky=&page=1.

14) This explanation is cited from: Yoshiaki Nomura, Keisu de Manabu Kokusai Shiho (Understanding Private International Law Through Case Law), (Horitsu-bunka-sha 2008) 222-223.

15) Hague Securities Convention Art. 1(1)(a) defines “securities” as “any shares, bonds or other financial instruments or financial assets (other than cash), or any interest therein.”

16) See supra, note 8.

17) For relevant provisions, see the website of the Hague Conference on Private International Law, supra, note 1.

18) For relevant provisions, see the website of the Hague Conference on Private International Law, supra, note 1.


22) See Uniform Commercial Code (hereinafter referred to as “U.C.C.”) Art. 8, “Part 5 Security Entitlements.” For U.S. law, see Morishita (1) in 44-1 Sophia Law Review 31, supra, note 5. When explaining these two rights, a figurative expression - whether their relations are “cut relations” - is sometimes used. See Kanda 90, supra, note 2.


24) Modified from Example 4-12 of Explanatory Report, see, supra, note 2.

25) For example, Book-entry Transfer Act Art. 77 (Acquisition without Knowledge) provides:

A Participant who has received an entry or record of a credit of a specific Issue of Book-entry Corporate Bonds in his account (…) pursuant to application of book-entry transfer shall acquire the rights to the entry or record of the credit of the Issue of Book-entry Corporate Bonds, provided, however, this shall not apply when the Participant has knowledge or is grossly negligent.


27) See the opinion presented by Japan in Kanda 92, supra, note 2.

28) See Morishita 5-Final 39-40, supra, note 5.


31) 8-110(b) provides that the local law of the securities intermediary’s jurisdiction governs (1) acquisition of a security entitlement from the securities intermediary and (4) whether an adverse claim can be asserted against a person who acquires a security entitlement from the securities intermediary or a person who purchases a security entitlement or interest therein from an entitlement holder. 8-110(e) provides for the rules to determine a “securities intermediary’s jurisdiction” and one of the rules stipulated in (1) is: If an agreement between the securities intermediary and its entitlement holder specifies that it is governed by the law of a particular jurisdiction, that jurisdiction is the securities intermediary’s jurisdiction.


35) Article 66 provides: Except in the case referred to in paragraph (2) of the next Article, the ownership of rights (…) in relation to the following corporate bonds (hereinafter referred to as “Book-entry Corporate Bonds” in this Chapter) shall be prescribed in the entry
or recording in the registry of book-entry transfer accounts pursuant to this Chapter.

36) Article 73 provides: The transfer of Book-entry Corporate Bonds (…[omitted]…) shall not be effective unless the transferee receives the entry or record of the credit in the amount pertaining to such transfer in the Hold Column (…[omitted]…) of his account pursuant to an application for book-entry transfer.


38) In conflict of laws parlance, this question is discussed as the scope of reference, i.e., the question of what substantive legal rule in the applicable legal order is designated (or referred to) by a particular conflict of law rule.

39) In the multi-tiered system, what is difficult to see from the outside is the operating system of the Book-entry Transfer Act, which gives investors direct rights against issuers.